
Oregon Cartoon Institute
The Mel Blanc Project/June 8 - July 30, 2011

Sara Bailey
Kinsman Foundation
37 27 SE Spaulding Avenue
Milwaukie, Oregon 97267

Dear Sara,

I enclose the lecture series program and some of our promotional materials for the Mel Blanc 
Project. I am sending the poster separately because I didn’t want to fold it.

The project has attracted some very talented Portlanders who enjoy volunteering their skills. We 
were very lucky!

We are videotaping all four lectures. From this raw material, we  aim to create Youtube sized ex-
cerpts which we can post online.

So far, both the June 8 and the June 15 lecture contained original research, done just for this pro-
ject. I expect this will be true for the lecture Judy Margles will give this week, on June 22. I al-
ready know it is true of the talk Craig Adams will give on June 29.

It was the overall goal of the project to raise awareness of Mel Blanc’s Portland roots. Beyond 
that, we also hoped to deepen the historical understanding of the role Portland played in nurtur-
ing Mel Blanc’s talent. I am pleased to report it looks as if we are making progress towards both 
goals.

I thought you might enjoy seeing the materials the Kinsman grant is making possible.

Sincerely,

Anne Richardson
www.melblancproject.wordpress.com

Oregon Cartoon Institute is fiscally sponsored by Oregon Cultural Heritage Commission, a 501 (c) (3) non profit organization. 



Oregon Cartoon Institute
The Mel Blanc Project/June 8 - July 30, 2011

Martha Richards
Miller Foundation
520 SW Yamhill
Portland, Oregon 97204

Dear Martha,

I enclose the lecture series program and some of our promotional materials for the Mel Blanc 
Project. I am sending the poster separately because I didn’t want to fold it.

The project has attracted some very talented Portlanders who enjoy volunteering their skills. We 
were very lucky!

We are videotaping all four lectures. From this raw material, we  aim to create Youtube sized ex-
cerpts which we can post online.

So far, both the June 8 and the June 15 lecture contained original research, done just for this pro-
ject. I expect this will be true for the lecture Judy Margles will give this week, on June 22. I al-
ready know it is true of the talk Craig Adams will give on June 29.

It was the overall goal of the project to raise awareness of Mel Blanc’s Portland roots. Beyond 
that, we also hoped to deepen the historical understanding of the role Portland played in nurtur-
ing Mel Blanc’s talent. I am pleased to report it looks as if we are making progress towards both 
goals.

I thought you might enjoy seeing the materials the James F. and Marion L. Miller grant is mak-
ing possible.

Sincerely,

Anne Richardson
www.melblancproject.wordpress.com

Oregon Cartoon Institute is fiscally sponsored by Oregon Cultural Heritage Commission, a 501 (c) (3) non profit organization. 

http://www.melblancproject.wordpress.com
http://www.melblancproject.wordpress.com

